FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BATAVIA, OH (January 31, 2020) - Motorsports Country Club was started in 2006 to provide a group of Cincinnati car racing enthusiast a place to gather and get their fix for speed closer to home at an affordable price through karting. MCC is a karting only facility that is private to members, and this will always be their main model of business, however, with the creation of their new ProAm Karting Championship, racers from the surrounding areas will be able to enjoy the fantastic facility and the .7 mile, 10 turn, course that offers high speeds and technically challenging corners without being a club member but through a series membership which is valid for race days (and 4 practice days). Bringing this new competition to the club will also allow MCC members to have a place to compete without travel, and with competition only on Saturday, Friday and Sunday are still open for other member activities.

Previously this competitive racing structure was not even a possibility with the lack of parking and very high banked corner, but with the neighboring 26.2 acres being acquired and the 2019 reconfiguration, MCC has been given the opportunity to take their facility to the next level. The schedule is set in coordination with many of the regional/national series. It will always be a priority to keep the race dates to only 6 and stay off those regional/national tour dates. Their goal is to provide racers the ability to experience the feel of those national/pro events and give some continuity to the sport, so they will mimic the class structure and operate with the same time schedule, this will allow racers to move up the karting ladder with the same equipment, understand the registration process along with the flow of the day, and when they make the next step they will be prepared and less overwhelmed. Utilizing some of the same race and tech officials will guarantee that you are on a level playing field and rules will be strictly enforced.

With the inclusion of the Margay Ignite class they hope to bring in new racers from the Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Lexington and Louisville areas that have not had the opportunity to get involved in karting due to proximity and cost to get started affordably. The Ignite package gives them that opportunity and they are excited to include their formula with the already successful IAME class structure. The ProAM series will offer a racing purse to the top two categories in the IAME Pro Shifter 175SSE and X30 ProAm, although the purse is yet to be determined it will be worth the wait.

The racing will be competitive and fun with a proper awards presentation. The spectators and competitors will see who is winning and everyone will be invited to celebrate their accomplishments over a camp fire and cookout at the end of the day! Finally, to cap off the season they will end with a championship banquet and awards ceremony including many items from their participating sponsors.

For more information visit www.mccproamk karting.com or call 513-625-7223. Class and presenting sponsorships are available upon request.